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Abstract
When analyzing the mergers I am looking at it through 
3 main channels 
1) Public vs. Private
• Hypothesis: Private M&A will underperform
because these deals are harder to price (less 
information). The 1Y return will be more 
negative because early on short sellers will be
kept out while they price the deal.
2) Payment Method
• Hypothesis: Stock financed deals will 
underperform because these deals require 
issuance of stock, and stock is usually issued 
when a company sees their stock as 
overvalued (based on information only the 
company has).
3) Deal Size 
1) Hypothesis: Larger deals will under 
underperform because the total premium paid 
is larger. The larger deals change more of the 
company characteristics and are more likely to 
be unsuccessful since it is harder to integrate.
Conceptual Framework
• This paper seeks to analyze the financial impact of 
Mergers ad Acquisitions in the United Sates stock
market. Previous work has found mixed results 
based on the time period, payment method, deal 
size, etc. 
• I select recent data (2007-2017) from the 
Bloomberg terminal and employ an ordinary least 
squares regression. 70 merger companies, along 
with 70 similar control companies are selected for a 
bootstrapping approach. 
• I look at the merger impact based on 3 channels for 
1 year, 1 quarter and 1 month.  The data illustrates 
that M&A does not lead to significant negative nor 
positive abnormal returns.
Basic Fama French Model:  Stock Returnsf = 𝛃0 
+𝛃1Mergerf+ 𝛃2(RMarket Return - RRisk-free rate) + 𝛃3 SMBf +
𝛃4HMLf + ɛf
Adding Channels: Stock Returnsf = 𝛃0 + 𝛃1Mergerf + 
𝛃2Deal Sizef + 𝛃3Merger*DealSizef + B4(RMarket Return -
RRisk-free rate) + 𝛃5 SMBf +𝛃6HMLf + ɛf
Stock Returnsf = 𝛃0 + 𝛃1Mergerf + Payment + 
𝛃3Merger*Payment + B4(RMarket Return - RRisk-free rate) + 𝛃5 
SMBf +𝛃6HMLf + ɛf
Stock Returnsf= 𝛃0 + 𝛃1Mergerf + 𝛃2Publicf + 
𝛃3Merger*Publicf + B4(RMarket Return - RRisk-free rate) + 𝛃5 SMBf
+𝛃6HMLf + ɛf
Data Selection: Merger Data and stock prices 
selected from the Bloomberg Terminal. The data ranges 
from 2007-2017
• The results affirm the Efficient Markets Theorem 
which states that stock prices solely derive from the 
price yesterday.
• All information is available so predicting stock 
prices is impossible.
• Investors should not worry about
underperformance following a merger.
Conclusion
Summary Statistics 
Methods & Data Results
H
Three Models based on period (1Y,1Q,1M)
• The 1Y period is show above, MRP1Y and market 
capiltazation are the only significant  variables. 
• For the 1m and 1Q  only the market capitalization 
are significant.   
• The R^2 for 1M range from .059-.07 and R^2 for 
1Q range from .052-.065.
